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This Exhibition showcased an aligned program that was designed in direct response to Queensland Government 
Design Strategy 2020 mandates to ‘Foster a Design Culture’ and ‘Build Design Knowledge and Learning. In 
particular, actions to ‘Reinforce design and creativity in the existing Queensland education curriculum by 
exploring the potential for an annual design immersion program for Queensland secondary school students’ and 
‘working closely with the design…community, education institutions and Queensland statutory bodies such as the 
State Library of Queensland…and regional galleries…to provide opportunities for children, young people and 
students to engage in design’ were drivers for the project and the subsequent retrospective exhibition. 
(Queensland Govt 2009, p.38)  
 
As part of the Unlimited: Designing for the Asia Pacific Event Program, the exhibition promoted the value of 
exposing regional communities to good design and design thinking, by enhancing collaboration between industry, 
professional body, government and the education sectors, and by providing opportunities for young people to 
engage in design in their own local context.  Specifically the exhibition constructed and communicated three 
specific connections: 
 
 Showcasing design practice as an inclusive and accessible activity through the inclusion of both regional 
student and professional design product within the same context. 
 Images included from the regional exhibition and workshop tour created a visible link between the State 
Library in Brisbane and the public facilities in regional centres. 
 Showcasing design practice at the Asia Pacific scale to the state and regional scale through the context 
of the triennial event and the shared conceptual considerations of the work. 
 
This exhibition explored the linkages, connections, opportunities and education made possible for secondary 
students, teachers, design practitioners and local industry in regional communities, through the delivery of the first 
Australian regional travelling design education program which aligned a professional design exhibition of award 
winning Queensland design work, with a design immersion workshop program for secondary school students.  
It has been a catalyst for further discussion about future design education programs and dissemination of design 
education tools for secondary school student and teachers with the Queensland Government Design Council and 
State Library of Queensland. 
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